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Summary 
The following document is a report on the status of a two-phase transfer test being carried out 
between the MetaArchive Cooperative and Chronopolis. These tests aim to demonstrate a proof-
of-concept that the MetaArchive network may use Chronopolis’s data grid preservation service as 
an exit strategy in the event that either MetaArchive or LOCKSS becomes unsustainable in the 
future. 
 
Exchange 1 has been completed and its outcomes are summarized here and detailed below. 
Exchange 2 is scheduled to begin in April 2010, and its identified objectives are also summarized 
here and detailed below.1 

Exchange 1 Outcomes 
 4 successful transfers of archival units (< 200MB) using simple BagIt files  
 1 successful transfer of archival units (< 1GB) using SRB client 
 3 problem issues identified 
 3 areas in need of refinement identified 

Exchange 2 Objectives: 
 Export of archival units to an archive format (WARC, ARC, ZIP) 
 Perform 1-3 additional transfers of archived files (> 1TB) using BagIt  
 Develop workarounds for major problem issues identified in Exchange 1 
 Address areas identified in Exchange 1 in need of refinement  
 Document MetaArchive exit strategy    

 
Exchange 1 Results 
 
Exchange 1: Simple BagIt Transfers 
Between July 15 and August 11, 2009 the MetaArchive System Administrator Bill 
Robbins worked with Don Sutton, a Lead Developer on the NDIIPP sponsored 
Chronopolis Project to transfer archival units (AUs), measuring in the 100s MBs, from 
the MetaArchive network into the Storage Resource Broker (SRB) using what are known 
as BagIt files (average Bag size was less than 200MB). The BagIt file specification 
allows for a “holey bag” and a regular bag. A “holey bag” uses URLs that point to the 
data and perform an extraction, while a regular bag bundles up the actual data on a file 
directory.2 
 

                                                
1 Current project members are encouraged to read the Technical Documentation for Exchange 1 of the 
transfer tests: 
http://wiki.metaarchive.org/metawiki/index.php?title=MetaArchive/Chronopolis_Transfer_Phase_One  
2 The BagIt Specification is available here: https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curation/BagIt  



These BagIt transfers (4 Bag files in all) were of a small enough size to facilitate 
unsophisticated http “get” requests and even an email send to get the AUs into 
Chronopolis’s SRB-configured storage environment that had a home directory account 
established for the MetaArchive. Don Sutton verified the successful transfer of these 
individual Bags into this directory, ran QAQC (fixity checking) comparisons on the Bag 
content, and registered the content into their MCAT database (which captures and holds 
metadata that can be exported later for data provider purposes).   
 
Exchange 1: SRB Client Transfer 
An additional transfer was performed by Bill Robbins from November 16 - December 14, 
2009 using a combination of custom-written and SRB client scripts. Don Sutton first 
provided Bill Robbins with a script that gathered MetaArchive content into a “holey” bag. 
The SRB-specific scripts that function as Unix commands were then used by Bill 
Robbins to facilitate a “put” of those files to the MetaArchive’s directory in SRB.  
 
Bill Robbins was required to download and build the client and set-up two specific files: 
an Environment file and an Authentication file:  
 
 The Environment file sets up user credentials for the home directory on the assigned 

SRB storage environment. This is the location to which a Bag can be sent and 
unpackaged for QAQC.  

 
 The Authentication file stores a password to manage access to this environment. 
 
Exchange 1: Problem Issues 
Some problem issues that were recorded during these transfer processes were that:  
 
 Bill Robbins experienced minor difficulty authenticating and getting access to the 

home directory set up on his SRB instance, due to a mismatch of information 
between the Environment and Authentication files, and the information registered at 
Chronopolis. 

 
 During a holey BagIt test there were minor extraction issues related to LOCKSS (i.e., 

LOCKSS puts a '#' character in the directory structure that it creates. The '#' is 
treated as an html anchor, and this causes problems during a web transfer.  To 
surmount this it was necessary to URL encode the '#' and turn each one into a '%23'. 

 
 MetaArchive AUs and/or collections must be taken out of active preservation mode 

and be rendered static before being placed into Bags and transferred to Chronopolis, 
otherwise the LOCKSS re-crawling and polling/voting process(es) will interfere with 
their packaging. 

 
Exchange 1: Areas for Refinement 
Some efforts that were not undertaken during this first round of test transfers, but might 
prove informative during the next round of transfer efforts are:   
 
 Measuring transfer rates – this should be able to be done through Linux time 

commands 
 



 Report on usability comparisons between use of an SRB (now iRODS) client transfer 
and that of a manual send/get of BagIt files through standard web channels; 
speculate on alternative mechanisms. 

 
 Transferring collections in excess of 1TB to achieve large-scale efficiency  
 
Exchange 1: Future Considerations 
When asked about the feasibility for transferring MetaArchive collections on a larger 
scale to Chronopolis’s data grid environment (now running on iRODS) Don Sutton 
encouraged doing so at the AU or collection level. SRB and iRODS, using BagIt, can 
handle transfers of content in the multiple TB range.  
 
From an ease of transfer perspective, Bill Robbins encouraged the use of a true bridge 
server (non-LOCKSS based) that content can be migrated to in a static condition via the 
LOCKSS audit proxy feature or through a WARC, ARC or ZIP extraction. Bags can then 
be generated and sent from this bridge server via an installed iRODS client. This avoids 
interference from the routine LOCKSS operations on a cache that may impede a 
transfer. 
 
Effective procedures for migrating and maintaining Conspectus metadata should be 
developed and implemented as well.  
 
Exchange 2: Objectives   
Between April - October 2010, efforts will be made to improve the transfer of 
MetaArchive collections through addressing the items listed above under “Problem 
Issues”, and “Areas for Refinement.” To the best degree possible, the MetaArchive will 
also try to achieve those items listed above under “Future Considerations.” Exchange 2 
will rely on Chronopolis’s new iRODS configuration, but still make use of BagIt as the 
primary transfer mechanism. If time permits, mechanisms may be created to move 
content from Chronopolis’s environment into the MetaArchive LOCKSS environment as 
well. 
 
Exchange 2: Summary of Work 
The Folger Shakespeare Library has agreed (through an MOU) to permit the use of a 
copy of their 1.3TB collection currently being preserved in the MetaArchive network. This 
collection will be harvested by a MetaArchive-LOCKSS cache located at the University 
of North Texas (UNT). A Lead Developer from UNT will prepare the Folger digital 
collections for transfer to Chronopolis, manage this transfer with tests for content 
integrity and authenticity, and address the above “Objectives.” Don Sutton (Lead 
Developer) at Chronopolis will coordinate with UNT’s Lead Developer to receive, 
validate, and preserve the Folger content, and also facilitate with addressing the above 
“Objectives.”  
 



Exchange 2 Work Plan 
 
Summary of Work 
To satisfy the work specified in the NHPRC grant, the following tasks are slated for completion by June 
2011: 
 

1. UNT will bring up its MetaArchive cache in consultation with Bill Robbins (MA Sys Admin);  
2. UNT will harvest the Folger Shakespeare Library collections 
3. UNT will collaborate with Chronopolis to transfer the Folger collections from MetaArchive’s 

LOCKSS-based network to Chronopolis’s iRODS-based preservation service and back again. 
 
This work will serve as a proof-of-concept that the MetaArchive network may use Chronopolis’s iRODS-
based preservation service as an exit strategy in the event that either MetaArchive or LOCKSS becomes 
unsustainable in the future.  
 
This work builds on the planning and initial work undertaken by Bill Robbins (Sys Admin, MA) and Don 
Sutton (Chronopolis) in 2008-2009. In that planning, Bill and Don intended to test three distinct pathways 
for this exchange in order to demonstrate which one works most efficiently.  The three pathways 
discussed in those planning sessions were as follows: 
 

1. BagIt 
2. LOCKSS 
3. iRODS client  

 
The grant deliverable will be satisfied by using any one of these three pathways to successfully transfer 
content between the two systems.3  
 
 

                                                
3 It is our hope that we will also be able to carry forward the testing of the alternate pathways, but 
acknowledge that that is not a requirement of the grant. 


